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THE DAY HOSPITAL

The term Day Hospital is attached to centres where primary health care is rendered, not necessarily only during the day, but rather to a community who cannot readily reach other existing facilities. The first day hospital was opened in 1860 in Cape Town for this reason; it could then be seen as an extended arm of the hospital to the community. Numerous conditions are treated that do not need any hospitalisation or necessitate the direct attention of a medical practitioner.

Practising nurses are now equipped on a formal or in-service basis to occupy a role of “filler-in” of gaps in the absence of the specialist here, the medical practitioner or paramedical team member. This role of the nurse is now openly defined although it has been practised throughout the ages i.e. observing, diagnosing and treating people in the sphere of her ability and knowledge and within the scope of her field.

The new Health Act, Act 63 of 1977, refers to such centres as Community Health Centres and in the future the name “Day Hospital” may be changed to “Community Centre.”

In an address to a group of nurse-leaders, the Director recently spelled out the aim of the Department of Hospital Services, C.P.A. for Health Year, i.e. that at least five community health centres will be built in the Cape Province during this year in communities where no hospital facilities exist.

The greater number of patients in these centres will be dealt with by nurse practitioners and only those persons who need more specialized attention will be referred to...
the medical practitioner. The nurse will always practise in close collaboration with the medical practitioner, but she will always remain nurse practitioner in her own right.

Where most of the Day Hospitals planned in the twenties are primarily sited in areas where large Black and Coloured population groups are concentrated, the aim of the future is to make a Health Service available to all people through Community Health Centres or Day Hospitals as they are known in the Cape Province at present.

The first hospital to which the term “Day Hospital” could be attached was built in 1860 in Burg Street, Cape Town for indigent patients unable to travel to the new Somerset Hospital in Mouille Point and it was at that time named the “Open Dispensary”. The Day Hospital was therefore then seen as an extended arm of the hospital into the community.

The Community Health Service of today, however, is a modern trend in medical care, with the emphasis on care and community involvement. Health education is an integral part of community health and has the ultimate aim of active participation by the patient in his or her own health and that of their neighbours. The system was commenced during 1968 in the Cape Peninsula. In the Cape Province there are today Day Hospitals in existence in the country as well as in the cities.

These hospitals are built at strategic places where the need exists. There is, however, a vast difference between these two groups i.e. the Peninsula Day Hospitals (cities) and the country Day Hospitals.

THE CAPE PENINSULA DAY HOSPITALS

There are 16 Day Hospitals and six District Rooms in existence in this organisation. The primary health care rendered by nurses in these centres cannot be compared with that rendered by nurses in the country because —

— these centres are specially designed for this service of Primary Health Care and offer a holistic service;

— the availability of sophisticated apparatus and the technicians to maintain this in working order, e.g. X-ray facilities, apparatus for physiotherapy and at some hospitals equipment for minor surgical procedures and laboratory facilities;

— the multi-disciplinary team with specialized training is based at the day hospitals or within easy reach for referral purposes.

The team will differ according to the specific needs of the patients. Members of the following disciplines are available:

Physiotherapy
Social Welfare
Pharmacology
Radiography
Nursing: Basic

Medicine

Medical practitioners (full and part time) are designated to the Day Hospitals. There are regular specialist clinics, e.g. cardiac, orthopaedic, paediatric, obstetric, psychiatric clinics held either on a weekly basis or according to needs and priorities.

Nursing specialised in Paediatrics, Orthopaedics, Obstetrics, Primary Health, Psychiatric care etc.

With all the members of these disciplines available, the Primary Health Care rendered by nurses therefore differs to a certain extent from the care by nurses in the country.

Nursing

The basically trained nurse renders primary health care according to the needs in a specific area.

Specialised post-registration nurses such as the paediatric nurse, the nurse with the Diploma in Advanced Midwifery and Neonatal Care are based at these centres and relieve the work of the overloaded paediatricians and obstetricians.

The post-registration midwife renders a comprehensive midwifery service from these centres.

THE ROLE OF THE DAY HOSPITAL IN THE CAPE PENINSULA COMMUNITIES

In co-ordination with all the referral hospitals a comprehensive health service is rendered. Screening and, depending on facilities and personnel, certain conditions are treated at the Day Hospital. When necessary all specialist in-patient health service given are referred to the various hospitals; the patients are in due course discharged to the community and followed up by nurses based at the Day Hospitals. There is thus a two-way communication system, and this means that a comprehensive community service is rendered.

At the moment only nursing procedures are carried out in this district service, because the necessary medical and paramedical care are available. It is not a case of home nursing but follow-up nursing in accordance with prescribed treatment.

This community service provides facilities for the prescribed training in Preventative and Promotive Health as all students and pupils are circulated through these hospitals for the prescribed time. This promotes the confidence of the nurse in her own abilities from her student life onwards. She first assists in the nursing with trained personnel, but as soon as she is trained is expected to take full responsibility for her own decisions and actions.
Physiotherapists also render a community service and continue the physiotherapy at the homes of patients.

The obstetrical units attached to the Day Hospitals provide a total midwifery service for all normal pregnancies.

The midwife does at least one antenatal visit, the delivery preferably being done at the unit and the care during the puerperium carried out at home. The mothers are discharged from 6 - 24 hours after delivery. The midwife is in the unique position to evaluate the family in its totality and being in close contact can do the necessary referrals where necessary as well as promoting health through guidance.

In-Service Training

Apart from formal basic and post-basic training, there is a programme of continuing education for the personnel of these centres. In the Cape Province a course is offered on an in-service basis in history-taking. There is also a course offered on the same basis for primary health care. Not only nurses from the Day Hospitals, but those from the rural areas are seconded to the Day Hospitals for this course. Thereafter they render valuable service at out-patient departments as well as Day Hospitals and community health centres in the country.

The nurse specialising in paediatrics and equipped with the advanced course in this field handles paediatric problems on her own, on short or often long-distance cover of a medical practitioner or paediatrician.

Health Education is an integral part of all the other services at Day Hospitals. In-service training programmes for all categories — paramedical, doctors, nursing — have been developed. The courses are structured according to needs and priorities and are flexible. Audio-visual aids are also produced for purposes of health education and are distributed to all Day Hospitals.

The Day Hospitals are built in the suburbs where the population of the groups in need of care is dense, the socio-economic needs demand it, and transport is not always available. This immediately results in availability of a service, attendance and not negligence, early diagnosis, treatment and prevention of serious complications.

A COUNTRY DAY HOSPITAL

The following factors are important:

The principles as they apply to these services differ only to the extent that country centres are maintained in the majority of cases by nurses and the minimum of doctors or under long-distance coverage of a doctor. The building used as a centre is what is available and not what is needed. The nurses have to improvise a great deal:

* there is a memorandum with guidelines for the nursing personnel
* a policy regarding the procedures to be adopted
* short notes on commonly recurring illnesses.

Selection of personnel calls for a sound basic education, adequate previous experience, intelligence and above all an "absence of the resistance-to-change factor".

In the country Day Hospital nurses attend to up to 89% of patients against 11% seen by doctors. In the cities the ratio is 48% by doctors, 52% by nurses. This, however, varies.

The policy of the Cape Provincial Administration is to build these centres in communities which are 50 kilometres or further away from available health services.

THE EFFECT OF THIS APPROACH ON PRIMARY HEALTH CARE IN THE PAST AND AT PRESENT

Paediatrics

There has been a dramatic decline in the infant mortality rate, while the admission rate to paediatric wards has dropped and continues to decline.

Continuous maternal and child care and health education in respect of feeding problems, have resulted in complications such as Kwashiorkor becoming a rarity.

There are no long queues at the clinics waiting to "see the doctor".

The afternoons are devoted to special clinics, e.g. for: chronic heart and chest conditions, asthma, antenatal patients, psychiatric conditions, postnatal examinations, maternal and child care, health education, diabetic patients, obese patients and persons suffering from malnutrition.

The Hospital admission rate is kept down by a thorough follow-up system, especially for long-term conditions such as: chronic heart disease, chronic chest disease, diabetes and epilepsy.

Orthopaedics

All orthopaedic patients are regularly followed up by a registered nurse holding, if possible, the Diploma in Orthopaedic Nursing.

There is follow-up of patients with fractures who are still in plaster casts, a home service is rendered, and there is communication and co-ordination with other nurses in the community health field in areas where it exists.

The Patients

The patients appreciate the system once they have gained confidence in a nurse and they have learned that they attend the clinic for a service and not necessarily to "see a doctor".

The Personnel

For all team members the system means job satisfaction. There is a greater awareness of the field of the other disciplines, more respect for one another, more co-ordination and co-operation.

There is recognition of the services rendered by other authorities and both co-ordination and co-operation with them.

Statistics of Attendance at Day Hospitals

During 1977, 6 535 977 out-patients were treated in comparison with 521 278 in-patients at Provincial Hospitals in the Cape Province.

The cost in an ordinary Provincial Hospital per patient per day has risen between 1971 - 1977 from R16,17 to R33,00 to maintain a patient. The cost in a teaching hospital has risen from R18,34 to R48,67 for the same period. The following statistics show the contribution of the nurse in her extended role at a few Day Hospitals in the Cape Province during 1978.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Day Hospital</th>
<th>Patients attended to by R/N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Patients attended to by M.O.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Total attendance for 1 year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Kwazakele - old (1 year)</td>
<td>71 523</td>
<td>74.03</td>
<td>8 403</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>97 926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Cradock, since 1967</td>
<td>67 153</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>9 980</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>77 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Adelaide (country)</td>
<td>24 924</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>2 995</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27 919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>D.H.O. - Cape Peninsula</td>
<td>614 500</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>824 065</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1438 565</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUSION**

The role of the nurse has changed and still is changing: so, likewise, has the role of the medical practitioner in these centres changed for he is seen more in the role of educator and guide. It is the primary health care nurse who is the person actively involved in treating patients.

The Day Hospitals with their extended development of a district service provide a comprehensive health service to communities, and the Cape Province sees this development since 1968 as already implementing the needs of people as spelled out in the new Health Act of 1977.

With facilities in the community, fewer patients are treated and admitted to hospitals; patients can be discharged earlier because of the follow-up service. A mother is therefore soon back home and social ties are not broken which could lead to rejection and depression.

This promotes community participation because the family must now participate in the care of the patient during the period of rehabilitation in the community.
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**COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT**

A contribution from the Nursing Section of the Department of Health

**OPSOMMING**

Die verpleegkundige het nog altyd 'n groot rol gespeel om die gemeenskap te stimuleer tot deelname in gesondheidsaktiwiteite. Haar werk as verpleegkundige bring mee dat sy in aanraking kom met al die verskillende sosio-ekonomiese groepe in privaathuse, fabrieke, hospitale, klinieke en mobiele eenhede.

Sy funksioneer in verskillende afdelings van verpleging as lid van 'n multi-diisplinêre span. Sy ken die gemeenskap waarin sy werk en kan dus optree as motiveerder.

In Psigiaatrese dienste is reeds verskeie "Vriende-groepe" gevorm byvoorbeeld "Vriende van Umgeni" wat omsien na die Psigo-sosiale behoeftes van die pasiënte. Hierdie ondersteuning van vriende en naasbe-standenis is nodig om die pasiënt behulpas te wees met heraanpassing in die samelewing.

Ouers van kinders met genetiese afwykings het 'n behoefte om groepe te stig byvoorbeeld "Down's Syndroom-groep" en sodoende mekaar te ondersteun. Die groepe het noue kontak met die mediese span en word op hoogte gehou met die wyse van hantering van hul kinders.

Gemeenskapsbetrokkenheid is geen nuwe begrip in die Suid-Afrikaanse gemeenskap nie, soos spreek uit die inhoud van die artikel.

**INTRODUCTION**

COMMUNITY involvement is the main theme of Health Year. Governments have a responsibility for the health of their people, and in this country under the present 3-tier system of government, the responsibility for the rendering of health services is divided between central, provincial and local government. However, under our democratic system, all people have the right to, and it is indeed their duty, to participate individually